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The Beginnings of the Modoc War
By

KEN McLEon*

The Modoc War of I 873 is one of the important highlights in the history of the Klamath
Highlands; it is also one of the last important conflicts between the whites and the Indians during the four centuries of contact in North America. It is a difficult subject to
deal with; so much has been written on the Modoc War which is not true and these
distortions have been continuously repeated by writers who have accepted them without
question because they provide a dramatic flare that can be used to heighten prejudice or
to divert attention from human weakness as a defense against contemporary censure.
This and other so-called "Indian wars" of the past have obtained prominent mention
in our history books because from the earliest times in the occupation of the new land of
America, there was conflict between the white man and the Indian. During the early
period of the birth of our Nation, there were occasions when some great Indian leader
sought to check the advance of the frontier which so ruthlessly crushed Indian culture.
These outbreaks against the progression of the culture of the white man produced
periods of systematic raids against the frontier and the assaults met resistance from the
army.
In every case when the army took a hand in the action, the Indian lost the war, but
usually he extracted more blood from the whites than he gave up. This fact held true
from the first to the last and the Modoc War was one of the ending incidents of this
great struggle between two cultures.
One point that history books mention but seldom make clear in convincing fashion,
is the intricate relationship which existed between the red man and the white. Particular
note should be taken of the fact that during the colonial period in the new world, France,
England and Spain were intermittently at war over the possession of the new country,
and as a consequence some of the Indian wars we read about were only fringes of
European-inspired conflicts.
We find the Indian tribes of the Ohio and Great Lakes region being urged to support
the banner of France and encouraged to burn and murder on the English frontier. This
*This paper was delivered by Mr. Ken McLeod at the Symposium of Historical Societies of
Southern Oregon and Northern California on October 3, 1959, in Klamath Falls, Oregon. Mr.
McLeod is a native of the Klamath Falls area; his grandfather, Donald McLeod, was the closest
white neighbor to Captain Jack's Modoc group on Lost River when hostilities began in 1872. Ken
McLeod has made a life-long study of the history, prehistory and natural history of the Klamath
Highlands and has an extensive museum collection of cultural material of the Indians of the Highlands, as well as of plants, animals, insects and geology of the region.
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type of warfare by Indians was not entirely one-sided, as the Iroquois usually favored
the English. Thus, Indians fought on both sides, which meant they fought each other
because their white friends were at war. This factor of Indian friendship toward white
men inducing Indian to fight Indian, remained true down to the very last, as we see in
the Modoc War when Warm Spring and Klamath Indians assisted in the suppression of
the Modoc.
In the early days of our nation, even when France and England were temporarily at
peace, the French encouraged the Indians to raid the English settlements. After England took over Canada, some of the stronger tribes raided and burned English settlements out of sympathy for the French; the wars of the frontier were not as easily stopped
as they were in the white man's homeland of Europe where the signing of a piece of
paper, with pompous ceremony in a royal court, determined the settlement of the dispute. After the French stepped out of the picture, we find the English of Canada encouraging the Indians to raid the rebellious colonists, and after independence was established,
the red men were encouraged to harass the frontier of the United States.
I cite these few relationships in our history because they emphasize the intricate way
in which the life of the Indian became tied into the American frontier and the important
part he played in shaping the American way of life. The Indian has not been merely the
villain in this human drama, though his actions at times have been shocking; rather, he
was a friendly competitor with whom our ancestors were sometimes at war.
The Indian system of warfare was original and non-European, featuring surprise,
raiding, massacre and scalping. This does not sound nice these days, but then is war
nice? Look at our civilization today; we hear on every hand that in the future the wars
of civilized peoples are to be conducted from the air, mostly raids to burn, mutilate, kill
and spread terror with no regard for age, sex, or condition! The wars of civilized man
have apparently not progressed beyond the wars of the frontier; they have merely improved upon the techniques. Today, our cities must follow the lead of the Indian village
of old and be ever on the alert.
Though the conflicts of the French, English and Spanish in the New World had long
been resolved, the pattern of intricate relationships between white man and red still remained; we find its confusing expression in the Modoc War not between European
aristocracies but between Californians and Oregonians. Here we face human problems
and relationships which we cannot overlook, but no historian has had the courage to
evaluate without bias this factor in the Modoc conflict.
The incidents of Indian wars have served to condition the minds of white men either
in favor of or against the Indian, and some individuals have artfully utilized ignorance
and fear to build a frightful reputation for mild and fundamentally peaceful aborigines.
The Indians of the Klamath Highlands are a good illustration of a people who acquired
a distinction in this way, largely through the work of John C. Fremont.
Before the advent of Fremont into the Klamath Highlands, white men had found
the "People of the Lakes" to be not only friendly but honest. Fremont was a man who
believed in and practiced the art of spreading the gospel of fear of the superior white race
among the aborigines whom he contacted. On his second visit to the Klamath Highlands, he left behind a bloody incident which his admirers would dearly love to forget.
That is the incident in which he joined his Delaware Indians in the sport of collecting as
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many scalps as possible from the Klamath village of Ya' ak on theYaga Koke (Williamsson River). Fremont, in writing of the event, seeks to make it appear as a justified reprisal against a treacherous people who had slaughtered two of his innocent Delaware
guides. Such people had to be "taught" to respect the dignity of white men.
Fremont's lesson was given in strictly Indian style and without a doubt it reduced the
Indian's respect for the white man; it did not build fear, for such incidents were a part
of Indian experience and he knew how to meet such tactics-Indian fashion. Thus we
may credit Fremont with inaugurating the era of violence and distortion and opening
the door to a series of bloody incidents starting on May I 2, I 846, and lasting till the end
of the Modoc War in I 873. Over this period of twenty-seven years we are confronted
with incidents which exasperate anyone who seeks to learn the truth behind them, and
one must be constantly on guard lest he accept fiction for fact.
In the early fifties there was the famous Borgian feast of Ben Wright, about which
there has been much controversy, but it was admitted that his command shot down
forty-six Modocs under a fl ag of truce-another example of " educating" the Indian to
respect the white man. Then there were the many "Indian-shooting" parties in the
guise of white man's justice; Phil Sheridan recounts his encounter with a Jacksonville
party of such Indian "educators" in I 8 55. These were contributing factors to the
Modoc War.
In I 864 a treaty was made by the federal government with the Indians of the Klamath Highlands and the Klamath Indian Reservation was established, but an historical
perspective is necessary even to understand this treaty. Note particularly two elements
in the situation: With the signing of the treaty, the government demanded that the terms
be binding upon the Indians, but the treaty was not binding on the government until it
was ratified by Congress in I87o. And the document dated October I4, I864, shows
the names of twenty Klamath chiefs and headmen, of four Modoc and two Snake chiefs
and subchiefs as signers. The Modoc names are Schonchin, Stakitut, Keintpoos, and
Chucke-i-ox. Keintpoos is Captain J ack.
Now here is a facet of the matter which anyone writing about the war must consider;
Jack left the reservation, and was forced by M eacham to return, before the treaty became binding on the federal government. Jack then left the second time and he claimed
that the treaty was not binding on him because he had not signed it. In the eyes of the
white man, J ack was a liar, and he has been pictured as a renegade and worse, as anyone
discovers when he reads the literature.
It is true that Jack's name appears upon the document, but that Jack should have
himself signed his name to the treaty is simply an impossibility, since none of the Modocs
w ere able to write. Of course there are legal methods of overcoming that particular
difficulty, but Samuel A. Gatschet, writing in I 890, makes without comment the simple
statement: "The treaty document in its original form does not even show crosses, other
marks, or totemic signs, as substitutes for signatures; but the proper names are written
by the same clerical hand which engrossed the text of the treaty."
The situation thus becomes very confusing indeed, and a legal question is raised: Was
the acceptance of subsistence from the government, meager as it was, a substitute for
a legal signature upon a piece of paper which the subject's hand did not touch?
As one reads and thinks about the relationships between the white man and the red,
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he becomes impressed with the mockery implicit in the pretensions of the federal government in drawing treaties. Our claim to the broad and vast acres of our nation is actually
based upon right by conquest, by treaty, or by purchase from European nations. Subsequently, with a few presents and a mailed fist we sought to quiet the title of the aboriginal inhabitants under the guise of treaties.
The Modoc War might well be looked upon as a spectacular symbol dramatizing the
end of the era of occupation of the land by the red man. Actually, the war need never
have been fought, since the outcome was foreordained. Jack knew before he took up
arms that the final victory must rest with the whites; while the conquerors might make
a gesture of granting him some of the freedom he asked for, nevertheless, the freedom
he sought and upon which the whole Indian civilization was based, was something the
white man would never grant. This was the freedom so eloquently voiced by Chief
Joseph a few years later: "Let me be a free man- free to ·travel, free to stop, free to
think and talk and act for myself .... "
Jack was not the only one caught in the web of fate from which there was no retreat;
there were many others, white men as well as red. Politics set the stage and created the
demand to "get tough" with this band of Modocs who declined to bow to the orders of
federal servants. The conference held at Juniper Springs (now Crystal Springs) on
May 4, 1872, brought a series of events to their climax and it became evident that there
was but one course to be taken.
Up to this point we find the history of the Modoc War to be a series of easily understood events, but from here on the drama becomes decidedly confusing, filled with
charges and countercharges and plain distortions of fact, until one does not know what
to accept as being true. Particularly is this the case as regards the motives behind the
whole affair; the problem becomes evident when we consider that here was a band of
Indians openly defying the orders of federal authorities and those auth01ities in response
were treating them with a degree of consideration never before accorded recalcitrant
Indian bands under such circumstances.
It is quite apparent that powerful political pressures were at work which federal
authorities could not disregard. As one reads narrative after narrative by participants,
one is struck with the similarity of theme: the writers wrote in justification of their acts;
it was someone else who was out of step; we find much recrimination by imputation as
well as by direct charge.
At the Juniper Springs meeting, Jack openly defied the Oregon authorities because
he had friends in California. It is not disputed that the people of Yreka were somewhat
sympathetic to Jack's ambition to be settled on a reservation closer to their country than
to Jacksonville in Oregon. Thus we see that J ack, like the Indians of the East, found
his interests enmeshed with the ambitions of rival white men. This important phase of
the whole situation has never been explored without bias by a hist01ian, yet it formed the
checkerboard of fate upon which individuals moved like pawns on their way to an inevitable destiny.
Another point that most historians overlook is the fact that Jack and his band were
not the only group of Modocs outside the confines of the reservation; yet all protests so
centered upon J ack and his group that one would think that this one band was of paramount importance. No one protested the Big Springs band at the locality now known as
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Bonanza, or the bands at Willow Creek and Hot Creek, the ranches of Fairchild and
Dorris. Jack and his band were not more difficult neighbors to the local white settlers
than the others, in spite of all the outcry to the contrary. My own knowledge of this
comes from my grandfather who was Jack's closest neighbor on the west side of Lost
River. Donald McLeod, his wife and three sons had located their homes just two miles
west of Captain Jack.
The most interesting questions which remain unanswered are: Who wanted Jack
out of the way? Who circulated the petitions and talked the settlers into signing them?
Who exercised such strong political influence as to throw the D epartment of Indian
Affairs into a frenzy of action? If we knew the answers to these questions we would
know the reason why!
Among the historians who have written upon this phase of the conflict in the Klamath
Highlands, Bancroft has probably had the greatest influence in creating confusion, along
with the Hon. A. B. Meacham, who wrote a book in answer to his ciitics. Bancroft was
not without bias and in his simplification of the causes of the Modoc War charges
Meacham with incompetence, yet Bancroft himself shows that Meacham used every
means short of "strong-arm methods" to compel Jack to conform to his directions. In
fact, Meacham was not adverse to the use of force when he could politically do so, as he
demonstrated by his display of force in 1869 to compel Jack and his band to move to the
reservation; it was definitely made clear to Jack that it was "Go-or else." At that time
Jack was just another Indian, for politics had not then strongly entered the situation.
Meacham ignored the other Indians who were off the reservation.
But neither did Bancroft have much sympathy for Jack and his band and he placed
the blame for their defiance of the federal authorities upon the advice and encouragement of Elisha Steele at Yreka. Thus we begin to get an indication of the deep struggle
existing between the Californians and the Oregonians with J ack as the pawn. However,
it is doubtful that Steele alone could account for the obvious strength of the political play
involved. Bancroft ignores this and writes :
While the Modoc question was in this critical stage, influences unknown to the department were
at work confirming Jack in his defiant course, arising from nothing less than a scheme, proposed by
Steele of Yreka, to secure from the government a grant of land desired by him, on the condition that
he and his people should abandon their tribal relation, pay taxes, and improve the land, which they
promised to do.

The recriminations now begin to pile up thick and fast and since every individual from
this point on who had a hand in the Modoc controversy is on the defensive, the basic
causes are far from clear. Bancroft mentions that during this period "Steele was threatened with prosecution by Odeneal." Bancroft then fails to write further upon the matter, as apparently he desired to leave Steele in the poorest light.
Bancroft, in censuring Steele, writes :
No one knew better than Steele that to leave the Modocs in the midst of the white settlements
would be injurious to both races, and most of all to the Indians themselves, who instead of acquiring
the better part of civilization were sure to take to themselves only the worse; and that the better class
of white people must object to the contiguity of a small special reserve in their midst. Not so did the
Modocs themselves reason about the matter. Steele, because they could approach him with their
troubles, and because he simply told them to go and behave themselves, without seeing that they did
so, was the white chief after their own mind, and his word was law, even against the power with
which they had made a treaty. They were proud of his friendship which blinded them to their inevitable doom.
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In I 8 7 2 the "heat" was turned on the Indian Department to get that Indian off of
Lost River; and so events began to happen. A. B. Meacham was relieved of the Superintendency and L. B. Odeneal was appointed in his place. This sudden action at the
height of this controversial affair apparently has no documented explanation. The political angle has been deliberately suppressed by all early writers, but the shift from
Meacham to Odeneal meant a reversal of policy from one of persuasion to one of "get
tough ."
Early in the year, while negotiations were still in the hands of Meacham, General
Canby had instructed Major E. Otis, who was the commanding officer of the district
of the lakes, to establish in the threatened neighborhood a cavalry force of sufficient size
to protect the settlers. In accordance with these instructions, a detachment of fifth
cavalry under three officers was established in a temporary camp at Juniper Springs on
Lost River, which for a time relieved the settlers.
When Odeneal took over Meacham's position early in April, one of his first acts was
to consult with M ajor Otis in regard to the propriety of permitting Jack's band toremain longer in the district. Otis made a formal recommendation in writing that the
permission of the previous August (I 87 I) given by Meacham to Captain Jack to remain
in the area until the question was settled, be withdrawn and the Indians be directed to go
upon the reservation; provided, however, that such an order should not be given before
September, so that in case they refused, the military authorities could put them upon it
during the winter season, the time considered most favorable by the military for such an
undertaking. Otis further recommended placing Jack and Black Jim on the Siletz
reservation, or some other place of banishment from their people. He stated as the reason
for this advice that in his judgment there would be no peace for the settlers, to whom
the Indians were insolent and insulting, so long as they were permitted to roam about
the country without the presence of a considerable military force to compel good
behavior.
On the I Ith of May Otis reported that since the month of March the Modocs had
been quiet, giving no cause for complaint; they were at that time scattered from Yreka
to Camp Yainax, and through the mountains in the vicinity of Lost River. The army
camp at Juniper Springs he thought useless and he recommended the withdrawal of the
troops from there, proposing to make an occasional tour through the country instead.
The troops were therefore withdrawn about the last of May, but no sooner had they
been removed than the local agitation revived and there was talk among the settlers of
organizing a militia company for protection.
There were a number of conferences between the government and Captain Jack
during the early part of the year and the government offered every possible inducement
to cause him to return to the reservation. On the third of March, Major Otis had another meeting with Jack, communications having been established by means of his Indian
scouts under Donald McKay. Otis assured Jack of the peaceful nature of his mission and
invited him to a meeting at Linkville. Jack declined to meet the Major anywhere but in
his own country and after considerable negotiation it was arranged that the meeting
should take place at Lost River Gap. The soldiers were to be left in Linkville and Jack's
warriors, except for half a dozen men, were to be kept away from the council ground.
Otis went to the meeting with Agent High and I van and Oliver Applegate. Three
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or four settlers accompanied them as witnesses along with three or four Klamath scouts.
At the Gap they found Jack waiting with thirty-nine fighting men. The council proved
to be of no avail, as had other efforts to induce Jack to return to the reservation. Oliver
Applegate loved to tell the story of this event. The conference took place in the Gailbraith cabin, a single-room log cabin having half the room floored and the other half
dirt. Here the white and red negotiators crowded together. The principals had agreed
to come unarmed, but Oliver liked to tell how he crowded around through the Indians
and found that they were all "armed to the teeth" with hidden weapons.
The meeting at the Gap was a failure when Jack refused to return to the reservation
at the government's request. It was then that politics took a hand and resulted in a complete shake-up of the Indian Department; men were put in charge who would get the
job done on a "get tough" program. Consequently, early in April, Meacham was replaced by L. B. Odeneal as Superintendent, and Agent High was replaced by Agent
Dyar at the reservation.
Odeneal's first act was to consult with Major Otis, who advised that Jack be forced
back to the reservation. While this consultation was going on, Odeneal received an order
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to remove the Modocs, if practicable, to the
Klamath reservation which had been established for them under the treaty of October,
1864, and to see that they were properly protected from the Klamaths. The instructions further stated that if Odeneal could not remove the Modocs, or could not keep
them on the reservation, he was to report his views on locating them at some other point,
naming and describing such place as he selected.
Odeneal then instructed Agent Dyar at the reservation and Commissary I van Applegate, at Yainax, to see Captain Jack, and endeavor to persuade him to return to the
reservation. When this order arrived at the Klamath Agency, communication with
Captain Jack opened with the aid of Chief Schonchin. As with the Lost River Gap conference, Jack demanded that the government agents come to him and the rendezvous
selected was at the abandoned military camp at Juniper Springs.
This meeting was held on the 14th of May and the Dyar-Applegate party brought
along the head chiefs of the reservation Modocs. At this meeting, every argument and
inducement was offered to influence Jack's band to return to the reservation. Promises
of ample protection, subsistence, and privileges were of no effect. Jack was determined
to remain where he was and stated that he would not molest settlers if they did not locate
themselves on the west side of Lost River near the mouth, where he had his winter camp.
Donald McLeod and Captain Jack were in agreement as to the area in which McLeod
should run his sheep. Thus a two-mile separation existed between the McLeod ranch
and Jack's winter village, a buffer area that might protect Jack from encroachment by
undesirable whites moving in on him from the west.
Jack complained to the federal representatives that the settlers were always lying
about him and trying to make trouble; but his people were good people and would not
frighten or kill anybody. He desired only peace and was governed by the advice of the
people of Yreka who knew and understood him.
At this conference it is said that Chief Schonchin made a strong appeal to the Modocs
urging them to accept the benefits of the reservation, and pointing out the danger of
resisting the government's efforts to induce them to return to it. But Schonchin's appeal
was to no avail.
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Since the agents had been instructed that in case the Modocs refused to return to the
reservation they were to select and describe some other favorable location, this subject
was likewise discussed. The report in regard to this conference from the agents to Superintendent Odeneal was that no situation outside the reservation had been found as suitable as the reservation itself. All the good agricultural land had been taken up and most
of the grazing land had been located as state land. And the settlers were determined in
their opposition to having the Modocs located in their midst at Lost River. The agents
recommended, therefore, that the Modocs be placed on the reservation.
This report of the Juniper Springs conference, with the opinions of Dyar and Applegate, was sent to Superintendent Odeneal, who forwarded it to Commissioner F. A.
Walker in Washington. Along with this report, Odeneal sent a report covering his own
opinion on the subject, following the advice of Major Otis; this was that the ringleaders
of the recalcitrant band be arrested and taken to some remote reservation away from the
tribe until they should agree to keep the law. The remainder of the tribe should be removed to Yainax. The time suggested for the accomplishment of the plan, in conformance with the advice of Major Otis, to be the last of September.
Thus Captain Jack's fate was sealed and the die was cast for the Modoc War at this
conference which few writers ever mention. On receiving this advice from Odeneal,
along with the report and the recommendations of the agents, Indian Commissioner
Walker issued an order to the Superintendent to carry out his recommendations and
remove the Modocs to the Klamath Reservation: "Peaceably if you can, forcibly if you
must."

Important Coming Events
Cast Their Shadows Bifore Them!
I.

Jedediah Smith FaU Rendezvous, College of the Pacific, November 7, I959·

2. Apache Trail Tour to the Southwest, December I9, I959 to January 3, I96o.
3· Southern California Historical Symposium, February 5-6, I960.
4· California History Institute, College of the Pacific, March 25-26, I96o.
5· Annual Missions Tour, April9-I6, I96o.
6. San Simeon Tour to Hearst Castle, May 6-8, I 960.
7. Sixth Annual Conference Calif. Historical Societies, Bakersfield, June 2 3-2 5, I 960.
8. Beaver Trail Tour to the Pacific Northwest, July 30 to August I4, I96o.
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Years Ago

HENRY GEORGE

By

GLENN PRICE

Through the winter and spring of I859, a young man was living at the What Cheer
House in San Francisco, a temperance hotel for men. He was paying $9 a week for room
and board. For a few months he had a job setting type in a printing house at$ I 6 a week,
and thereafter as a weigher in a rice mill for considerably less.
The What Cheer House had a reading room and a library of solid literature. Through
these months, Henry George read regularly every night. A friend rooming with him
said he soon discovered that George was "studious and eager to acquire knowledge,"
and the most restless human being he had ever seen; he frequently woke up at night to
find George reading or writing.
Henry George had had almost no formal schooling, and he had no exaggerated idea
of the contribution which educational institutions could make to the person bent upon
understanding and improving himself and the world. Seventeen years later, after he had
made a reputation as a writer on economic problems, the University of California invited
him to deliver a lecture on political economy. His friends on the faculty hoped that he
would be appointed to the first professorship in the subject. But George, never a man to
curry favor, spoke to the students rather than to the administration or the faculty, and
said with rough directness that for the study of political economy they needed not teachers and institutions so much as the ability and the determination to go to the roots of
things:
All this array of professors [he said], all this paraphernalia of learning cannot educate a man.
They can help him to educate himself. Here you may obtain the tools, but they will be useful only
to him who can use them. A monkey with a microscope, a mule packing a library, are fit emblems of
the men-and, unfortunately, they are plenty - who pass through the whole educational machinery
and come out learned fools, crammed with knowledge which they cannot use - all the more pitiable,
all the more contemptible, all the more in the way of real progress, because they pass, with themselves and others as educated men.

He did not get the appointment at the University; he spent the following seventeen
months writing a book.
But this was later. In I 8 59 Henry George, only nineteen years old, was already much
traveled. At the age of fifteen he had shipped from his home in Philadelphia as a foremast
boy on the ship Hindoo, bound for Calcutta. Home in fifteen months, he soon shipped for
California, arriving in San Francisco on May 2 7, I 858. He was shortly off again, this
time for the new gold fields on the Fraser River. This venture proved a failure for him,
as for almost everyone who tried it, and by the end of I 858 he was back in San Francisco.
He read widely and with consuming interest that winter and spring in the What
Cheer House; he wrote to his sister, "I try to pick up everything I can, both by reading
and observation, and flatter myself that I learn at least something every day." But in the
summer of I 8 59 the mill closed and Henry George was out of a job. There were simply
no jobs to be had in San Francisco, a city which a few years earlier had been a heaven for
the laboring man, paying the highest wages in the world. So, one hundred years ago, he
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left San Francisco for the central region of the Mother Lode country in the foothills of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. It was a measure of his desperation that he should attempt
to support himself at this time by prospecting for gold; as everyone knew, the mountains
had been turned over several times during the preceding decade by the multitude of gold
seekers.
There were means of public conveyance from the city to the mining region; river
steamers ran regularly to Stockton and to Sacramento, and stages from those points. But
improved means of transport are neither here nor there for the man who has not the
means of paying for their use. H enry G eorge said later of his attempt to get to the mines:
"Having no other way of reaching them, I started out to walk. I was, in fact, what
would now be called a tramp. I had a little money, but I slept in barns to save it and had
a rough time generally."
His money was soon gone and he had to ask for work at the few farms he came to in
the Central Valley, to keep himself alive. He had gotten some distance towards the
mines, but was forced to turn back for sheer lack of the means for existence while he
traveled. He worked his way back to San Francisco.
He did not travel long nor far that summer: perhaps two months and three or four
hundred miles. But it is the use made of experience that is important. He was an unknown, indigent young man when he made this trip but he was observing and thinking.
Two decades later he wrote a book which was to sell over three million copies all over
the world; to run for mayor of New York in a three-cornered race in which he received
more votes than Theodore Roosevelt but lost to the T ammany candidate; to become
one of the most famous men who ever came out of the West.
In Victoria the previous fall, a miner had remarked on the changing social and economic conditions as men poured into the country, and had observed that when the country should become more civilized the condition of all those who had to work for a living
must necessarily become not better but worse. As Henry George trudged through the
sparsely settled interior of C alifornia one hundred years ago, a country just a decade or
so past the primitive conditions of the frontier, he reflected upon the miner's somber
prediction.
A generation later, a young assistant professor of history at Wisconsin was to reflect
on this march of civilization across North America as the frontier moved west. He noted
the repetition of the cycle in th e series of frontiers-the time of the buffalo and th e Indian followed by the fur-trader and the fur-trapper and the hunter, and later the cattleraiser and the pioneer farm er, which marked the end of the frontier condition. From
these refl ections Frederick ] ackson Turner developed his famous thesis concerning the
influence of the frontier in shaping American life and American institutions. Turner
tended to withdraw his attention from the frontier-to-civilization process at the point
of settlement by the farm ers; he never closely examined, nor comprehended the position
of the wage-laborer, and he produced an explanation of American society which was selfcongratulatory. We were self-reliant, w e were democratic, we were equalitarian, we
were indi vidualistic but also filled with the cooperative spirit, we were without dass conflict-in short, we were Americanized, and the frontier had done it.
Henry George looked hard at the period of this historical experience when the frontier
conditions were gone and the settled communities were maturing, and he saw a quite dif-
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ferent picture. He saw wages in California drop from $16 a day in the early 185o's to
$5 in the early 186o's, to $2.50 and less in thelate 186o's. And all the while, great areas
of California land lay idle, held for speculation by absentee owners.
Look at the post-frontier condition, he said:
Where the conditions to which material progress everywhere tends are most fully realized- that
is to say, where population is densest, wealth greatest, and the machinery of production and exchange
most highly developed-we find the deepest poverty, the sharpest struggle for existence, and the
most enforced idleness.

This paradox was forming in his mind during his travels in I 8 59 and for twenty years
he kept turning it over in his mind. In 1879 he published his book: Progress and Poverty: An Inquiry Into the Cause of Industrial Depressions and of Increase of Want with
Increase of Wealth . .. The Remedy. In the introduction, he stated and illustrated his
thesis. In the new community on the frontier there is no luxury and there is no destitution:
But just as such a community realizes the conditions which all civilized communities are striving·
for, and advances in the scale of material progress ... so does poverty take a darker aspect. Some get
an infinitely better and easier living, but others find it hard to get a living at all .... Upon streets
lighted with gas and patrolled by uniformed policemen, beggars wait for the passer-by, and in the
shadow of college, and library, and museum, are gathering the more hideous Huns and fiercer Vandals of whom Macaulay prophesied.

Poverty, then, is engendered by progress itself. Increased productive power depresses
the condition of the lowest class in the essentials of healthy, happy human life. "It is," he
said, "as though an immense wedge were being forced, not underneath society, but
through society. Those who are above the point of separation are elevated, but those
who are below are crushed down."
Henry George explicitly stated that he was enabled to grasp this concept and so understand the rna jor social problem of the time, because of his experiences and observations
in a California which was in process of developm.ent from frontier to a settled society.
He noted that the depressing effect of "progress" is not easily apparent where there has
long existed a class submerged in such poverty that it is barely able to maintain life:
"But in the progress of new settlements to the conditions of older communities it may
clearly be seen that material progress does not merely fail to relieve poverty-it actually
produces it."
The remedy he proposed for this unendurable, exploitative evil, was the "singletax."
That is, the restoration to every man of his right to the use of a portion of the earth by
the prevention of monopolistic land holdings, and this to be accomplished by a tax on land
equal to its rent-value.
He found it difficult to get his book published, and once on the market the early sales
were few, but as it began to be read the demand rose sharply and within a few years he
was famous. It won attention very quickly in England; the London Times ran a fivecolumn leader on the book, and said that it was important for every serious student of
human affairs. George went to England and lectured there and in the United States.
George Bernard Shaw listened to him in London and was fired to enlist "in the liberative War of Humanity." He said later that it was his ambition to repay his debt to Henry
George by doing for young men what Henry George had done for him in making him
a fighter for social justice. Sidney Webb said, "The event which, more than any other,
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stimulated the revival of socialism in Great Britain was the publication of ..• Progress
and Poverty."
The academic economists tried to ignore the self-educated reformer-critic. They were
engaged in an effort to make a "science" of their subject, and they were embarrassed by
the application of ethics to economic problems.
Henry George's "remedy" was not accepted by the socialists as the complete answer
to society's problems. They applauded his denunciation of the existing structure, but
pointed out that in an increasingly industrial society, only a fraction of the surplus value
created by labor was in land values. Karl Marx looked through a copy of Progress and
Poverty and granted that it broke through the barren patterns of the traditional economists, but he dismissed it with the remark that it was "the capitalist's last ditch."
What did Henry George accomplish? He did more than any other writer to destroy
the prevailing dominance of laissez-faire economic theory, the orthodoxy which had a
tenacious hold on thinking in western society at the end of the nineteenth century. He
shocked some Americans out of an optimistic complacency. He saw some of the social ills
of man very clearly, and he forced others to look, including the professors, who, as C.
Wright Mills recently emphasized, haven't known much about the society they live in
and haven't tried very hard to find out. He brought to a focus a concern about the increasing inequality in the nation. The eloquent compassion which he brought to the
problem challenged his fellowmen to build a more decent society. The liberal cause was
immensely strengthened; many of the leaders of the Progressive Movement, men who
began the reorientation of American life towards a more just social order in the early
years of the twentieth century, had been roused to battle by Henry George.
One hundred years ago, Henry George had traveled in the West to some purpose.

Spanish Side Saddles*
By

WENDELL

T.

RoBIE

In Dr. Brewer's published Journal, Up And Down California in I 86o-I 864, as edited
by Francis P. Farquhar, please refer to page 74 and note this description and use of
italics by Dr. Brewer or his editor to provide additional emphasis for the fact that the feet
were on the "rjght" side of the horse. On April7, I86 I, Dr. Brewer wrote from Santa
Y nez after the survey in the Gaviota Pass region:
"Several small companies of five to ten passed us on horseback, natives (Spanish Californian),
traveling for pleasure or business, on horseback with one or two pack-mules along with baggage.
The women wear black hats with feathers, much like a Kossuth hat, ordinary (not long "riding")
dresses, often of gay colors. They ride with the feet on the right side of the horse, sitting nearly
squarely crosswise, both feet hanging down as if they were sitting on a bench. Often a strap ornamented with silver and tassels, or a mere red sash, is tied over the lap, holding them firmly to the
saddle. No horse can throw them; they would go sweeping past us at a California gallop. We came
on two or three parties at their noon lunch. They will ride sixty or seventy miles in a day and not
complain."
*The Editors are convinced.
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T'he Dexter Hazen Hutchins Letters
Edited by

GRACE DELL STUART

LETTER VII
Montezuma Jan 19th 1853
Beloved Wife
I now attempt to write an answer to your letter dated Nov 26 which I received last
Sunday the 16th and which gave me much joy to hear from my friends once more to
know that they are well and enjoying the blessings of health and comfort and prosperity
in their wordly [sic] matters. I hardly know what to write I have no news about all
I can write is about my own affairs I think I wrote to you stating that I had hired out
for the winter at five dollars pr day I was to work for 5 but wages fell to 4 so I thought
I would not hire at all if I could make wages any other way So I bought into a small
claim and paid 125 dollars I do not know as I shall make out anything I feel quite
certain however that I shall get my money back and I think wages. I have worked I I
days on the best of it and have made $93.50 but have paid out for water and other expenses 4 dollars. When it does not rain most of the miners have to buy water to wash
with and pay I. 5o pr day for each man this water is supplied by a water company who
have a big ditch some forty miles long. Today I have been to work on annother claim
I hold with J Sampson and Claudius which cost us $200 tools included I do not know
how it will pay but we shall clean up tomorrow and I will let you know C. owns two
shares J. one myself one. A. Dawson is in company with me in my other claim and besides these two we C.A. and myself have annother claim on the Stanislaus which we
hope if no one jumps it to make good wages off from it and if provisions come down
reasonably we think we shall begin to lay up a little money if we do as all it costs about
all a mans wages to board him board being I 6 dollars pr week without bed or bedding
ordinary board two. Every thing is just the same all very dear but I think things will
be cheaper in a few days the roads are getting much better flour has fell five cents on
a pound it can now be bought for 50 cents pr pound it has been a dollar not I 5 miles
from here
In your last letter but one the second one you said you had sold my training [? ]
clothes to Anson and wanted to know what they cost. the coat 8 dollars cap 2 0 or 3
same as his plume 2.50 sash one epaulette 2.50. Probably they are not worth as much
as when new therefore throw off something in the ptice.
J an 2oth I again sit down to have a little epistolary correspondence and greatly
would it rejoice me could I but correspond face to face but ah many months will pass
before I can have that pleasure and perhaps many sorrows will be our lots. no doubt
you at home often think of us and perhaps think that we are in a suffering condition and
wanting for the comforts and necessaries of life but you need not have any uneasiness
on the score of living for there is plenty of provisions in Calafornia to supply the wants
of all but it costs a good deal in the mines owing to the awful state of the roads which
causes freighting enormous 30 cents a pound has been paid for several weeks back but
the weather is very fine now and it has not rained for the last two weeks and the road [ s]
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are getting quite passable so I understand that flower has come down to 35 cents by the
sack and if the weather holds good a few days more I think it will be down to 25 cents
and other things in proportion In your last you wrote a little bit of good news that was
much unexpected that was the birth of a boy in the family of J George I was very
glad to hear it for I believe they are the poor mans riches and the rich mans comfort
generally. But I dont know why you should rejoice or have you found a consolation in
a certain red headed boy I think you ought to for I take some in even looking at his
likeness and annother quite near it so you ought to take much comfort in the reality if I
take not a little in the likeness. You wished me to tell you about my clothes living and
soforth. I think I shall be able to make out this winter I gave C. one of my flannel shirts
he having one stolen and annother burnt up in the cabin my cotton shirts are as good
as ever having never been washed except once my socks are worn out except one pair
but C. and A. have given me two pair so I shall get along until next winter I do not
need them much any way. About our living we live on the fat of the land I will give
you a bill of fare for tomorrow which has not been altered twice for the last six weeks
for breackfas we have corn bread stewed beans and pork. dinner stewed beans pork and
bread for supper we generally have corn meal pudding and sugar when we dont get
that for the sake of variety have corn bread pork and stewed beans We sometimes get
some venison I have killed two Claudius went week ago today killed one and got
24 dollars for it the only one he has killed We have a snug little cabin with four standee
berths with canvass bottoms when it is cold we put our coats under us and one pair of
blankets over us and keep very comfortable We have a large fire place to cook and dry
ourselves by which we did nearly every night for 5 or 6 weeks after we got into our
cabin. Our furniture consists of five stools a table two fry pans one large pot one camp
kettle and plates of tin and tin cups knives forks spoons sufficient for all. You asked me
if I should not like some of your pudding and sugar when your letter was brought to
me I could not eat till I read it and come to that line it took my appetite all away so I
could not eat but two plates full. I have not taken milk but once in Cal. then paid 2 5
cts pr quart for it We get no nick nacks I assure you I have not tasted of a short cake
or any kind of cake or pie more than half a dozen times since I left home have eat one
egg in Rio have eat no apples except a few in Chili have not seen a berry of any kind
or any fruit whatever in Cal. but for all this I eat very hearty victuals never tasted
better and perhaps our healths are better for our coarse living.
Sunday morning Jan 2 3rd I now sit down to finish my letter and as soon as it is
done have got to go to James Town to carry it and get some grub and carry that four
miles. I assure you we have very little time to be idle or to take comfort I think there
has not been 3 Sundays since I have been in Cal. that I have enjoyed the pleasure of
resting from my weeks labors We have to get our provisions wash our clothes make
dividends or something else every Sunday nearly in fact there is no Sunday in this place
of service unless it is by gambling and rowdying. I should really like to be to home and
enjoy the pleasure of reading and going to meeting one Sunday and get some of your
pies cakes cheese butter bread and milk apples &c, &c. But we must forego all these enjoyments and hope they will prove sweeter for being long delayed. I promised to write
to Harrison but you can tell him that I can write nothing different from what I wrote to
D . C . Drake and Anson I have improved every opportunity to w1ite to my friends and
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hope they will not think hard if I do not write to all I have written about ten letters
averaging four pages each. but I shall write once in two weeks to some one half the
time to you the rest of them will go [to] others. I hope none will refuse writing to me
because I do not to them for I cannot write to all and all can write to me if any want
any information I shall be most happy to give it.
I told you I would let you know of my weeks work it is very small I only got 2 3
dollars from both claims clear I hope to do better this week. It is very healthy here and
the weather very fine. for the last two weeks I think Cal. is just as healthy a country
the mining part at least as there is in the world. There has been about an inch of snow
and there has not been a night so cold as to freeze ice thicker than a pane of glass. We
all enjoy excellent health the whole of our company Mr Potter I believe is going home
in the spring. I feel very sad this morning but not down hearted I suppose it is thinking
of my friends at home I can write no more give my love to all tell them to write to
me and not wait for me to write to them Kiss Clayton for me and believe me to be as
ever your true friend and loveing husband
D. H. Hutchins
P. S. · A. sends his respects. Claudius is not going to write this mail but wrote two
weeks ago to Lorancy
LETTER VIII
Green Spring April 7th I853
Dear Wife
I take this opportunity to write you a letter after much delay. I have been waiting 2
or 3 months to get a letter from some one but get nothing the last I Reed was Barney's
of Dec. 5th Claudius got one same day Dec 10th the last we have heard from home
over four months since that time I have written you one letter Anson one your father
one and I guess more but get no answer I have no news to write of consequence unless
it is to day we are all well as usual every one as far as I know Claudius Alex. 0. Potter & son Foster Roach Samson D. Sanders Hosford & Mosier all well and tough as
boiled owls. But I cannot say that we are doing well for we are not C. A. and my self
left Montezuma where we were making from 4 to 8 dollars pr day with the expectation
of doing good business here but the water troubles us so much we can only make board
we shall loose 300 dollars by not staying where we were We have been here most four
weeks C. A. & 0. Potter have gone over to the Marsaides prospecting they will be
gone 6 or 8 days. Marvin & I keep house and mine what we can we took out 7 dollars
this forenoon. If the boys do not find a place to suit them we shall go down on to the
plains as soon as they get back and either hire out to hay or cut for ourselves. wages
will probably be I oo or more dollars pr month. Most all the boys are doing well P and
H Sampson had a claim given to them for which they have been offered 2 5o they have
bought annother and paid 6oo and are making first rate We got a letter from H the
other day and I could not get from it whether the three were making $50 pr day or
$I 50 one or the other. I have not heard from the Moira boys since the first of winter
they were all right then as to health &c. In the letter I sent to your fath er w e C. and
Myself sent a check we do not know the amount We sent 25 ounces of gold to the
U.S. mint. the Express Agent said it would bring he thought $20 pr ounce clea r after
the Assay was made if it does the check or draft will be for $500 on some N. Y. bank
and as much less as the gold falls short of 20 pr ounce We paid for sending 7 pr cent by
Adams & Co. Express I stated in my letter what I wanted done with my half and also
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what other money there is due me from Claudius and Mr Brunson. I want you should
make use of all you want any thing you kneed for yourself or Clayton. I want you should
take a ride on the cars out to Thaddeus, but I dont want you should go to the Island
until I get home for I want to go with you and if I do well we may perhaps go farther.
I should like to have you come out here next spring first rate but still I want you should
consult your own feelings. If you rather stay there with your friends rather than come
out here and stay two or three years do so and I will come as soon as I can In your last
letter you said if I did not come next spring you should think that I thought more of
money than of you and Clayton did you know my feelings you would not think so and
I am inclined to doubt it now. Why did I leave you and all behind do you think it was
for money No I scarce thought of it. it was a home I wanted where you could live
and be contented and not suffer so many inconveniences as we always have had to suffer
since we were house keeping. I know what you have suffered and what I have suffered
We have never had any thing pleasant around us or convenient the reason why was we
had no established home therefore we made no improvements. We have had nothing to
cheer tired nature but it has been always dig drudge get nothing and no prospect ahead.
I believe what comfort we have taken might have been doubled had we not had to suffer
so much by inconvenience and excessive hard labor which has often soured my temper
made me unhappy and you many times have tasted of it many times to your sorrow but
you will I hope forgive my follies in my efforts to make you comfortable and contented.
But I have suffered to much ran through to many dangers to return back and not
accomplish the object for which I have suffered. If I do well for a year to come I think
I shall be to home by a year from May next. I have earned $700 or more since I have
been here but cannot show half that amount now we had an awful hard winter worse
than the winter of 49 during the month of Dec. it rained every day but three which
made the roads so bad that it cost us most all we could make to live it does not cost us
much more than a third as much now flour is only $I o pr hundred Through the
month of Jan. and Feb. we had but three rainy days the rest of the time the weather
was like September at home. In the month of Feb. the flowers put out and now the
valleys and mountains are covered with them of all colors and hues and filling the air
with beautiful odors surpassing any flower garden at home. There has been two days
rain since the first of March. We have no cloudy weather unless it rains no fogs to
speak of but a sky much clearer than at home both night and day. The moon gives more
light and the stars are more numerous to the eye and much brighter. The air much
purer and I know much healthier than at home I sometimes get lonesome and often go
out to view the starry heavens but scarce ever do without thinking of the words of the
poet
Oh the lone starry hours give me love
When still is the beautiful night
When the round laughing moon I see love
break through the cloud silver white
When the winds through the low woods sweep love
as I gaze on some bright rising star
When the world is in dream and sleep love
Oh wake while I touch my guitar
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April 9th To morrow I shall go to the post office at Oak Springs to carry this letter
and I hope I may get one in return but my hopes are faint I have been disappointed so
many times in the last four months that I have about given up the idea of ever getting
annother letter. I suppose you write often if I thought you did not I could hardly forgive you You do not know what a treasure a letter is to us all Every mail is looked for
with anxiety All expecting something but get nothing. You must not fail to write or
have a letter sent every mail that leaves N.Y. and be sure to fill it up with something
the same as I do if it is not so nice I hope you will not hurt yourself to work you have
a hard place. Mother will be kind to you and all as for that matter but the men folks you
have found out are not much nicer than myself in saveing work and helping about the
house Barney says he thinks of commenceing a course of studies tell me what they
are I guess medicine. I was in hopes of seeing someone from home this spring but have
given it up I think they are about as well off there perhaps better There were four
murders committed in Stockton last week Brown the Express man was murdered A
reward of 5000 was offered for the apprehension of the murderer he was pursued by
two men overtaken and rather than be taken swallowed a vial of prusic acid which
killed him instantly. There is a dead man in the Stanislaus about 1 mile from us
drowned or murdered he is naked and has been in so long he smells so no one can take
him out to bury him Claudius thinks some of going home next fall he is very tough
and hearty but gets no potatoes four of us have not eat one bushel in four months. we
live on beans flour and pork I am getting my supper and 0 how I wish you was here
to help me eat it Tell me what you think about comeing to me. Do not fail to write as
I directed and direct to Oak Springs until you hear from me again Send some papers
I think of nothing more of interest to write I want you should remember me to all
the friends at home and get them to write often Kiss Clayton and receive for yourself
the assurance of my firm love and attachment as long as I am
Dexter H. Hutchins

go
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Early Justice in Sonora
By

MARGARET HANNA LANG

(Continued from August issue)

In the opening issue of the Sonora H erald, the first newspaper in the mines, of July 4,
I 85o, is an announcement by Judge Barry:
"All persons are forbid firin g off pistols or guns within the limits of this town under penalty;
and under no plea will it be hereafter submitted to; where a derogation from this notice will be
dealt with according to the strictest rigor of the law so applying as a misdemeanor and disturbance
of the p eaceful citizens of Sonora."

In getting to the point, Judge Barry demonstrated his lack of legal "tophamper."
Whatever his literary qualifications he was sharp and clear in speech. He was aware of
the prevalence of firearms in the Southern Mines. In a report on Colt firearms to the
Senate of the United States, submitted in I 8 5 I, by the Committee on Military Affairs,
the same thing was on the minds of many prominent men. Among them was T. Butler
King, collector of the Port of San Francisco, I8 50: "These pistols were selling among
the miners, as I was informed last summer, from $2 50 to$ 500, according to size. They
were of the greatest service in enabling the Americans to maintain their superiority
among the greatly superior numbers of Mexicans and other foreigners, during the early
part of the gold-digging season when the foreigners outnumbered the Americans three
or four to one."
Judge Barry's announcement in the Sonora H erald followed on the uproar in the
district caused by the appearance of General L. A. Besanson, the Collector of the
Foreign Miners' Tax, who had opened an office in Sonora, previous to June first, the
date on which the tax was to go into effect. The act had been passed by the state legislature April I3, I85o, and provided:" ... no person who is not a native or natural-born
citizen of the United States, or who may not have become a citizen under the treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo (all native California Indians excepted)" was to be permitted to
engage in mining operations without paying a fee of $30.00 per month for a license.
(The tax was later reduced to $20.00 and by I 86 I was only $4.00.) If such foreigner
did not pay, the sheriff was empowered to organize a posse and drive the man out of the
district. Collectors were appointees of the governor, and received as pay three dollars for
every license.
General Besanson arrived in Sonora, June 3, I 8 50, to put the new imposition into
effect. Handbills had been distributed in all languages. Word spread rapidly by grapevine telegraph that the foreign population was preparing to resist. A body of miners set
out to confirm this and marched into a foreign camp, only to find it engaged in its
normal pursuits, a condition in which they did not leave it. Leaving behind fear and
bewilderment they kept on rolling until they reached Sonora. Walter Murray, soon to
become editor of the Sonora Herald, joined the procession. To him we are indebted for
colorful details of the expedition. It entered Sonora replete with fife and drum and an
American flag, at that time, firmly carried at the head of the procession. Straight
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through Sonora (an impossibility even today if you use the word literally) to the other
end of town, where individual units deployed to the bars. Then back up the street,
refreshed, to form again in front of the leading hotel. Whether the gathering had gained
or lost in numbers in the manoeuvre he did not say. The Tax Collector spoke for about
ten minutes, amid an unexpected hustle and bustle of setting tables and fetching food,
arranged by an unknown master strategist. At zero hour, the crowd was alerted and all
fell to, with enthusiasm, to a chore of prior importance. If an army does not march far
on an empty stomach, neither does it march far after a feast. Next morning it formed
again, this time with the Sheriff and the Tax Collector at its head to make a reconnoiter
of the foreign camps. At each camp it found terror and confusion. The foreigners, many
of whom had brought their families with them to the mines, were packing in frantic
haste, all the belongings they could carry. At the last camp, about four miles from Sonora,
the expedition halted. Bancroft says, "No country committees of vigilance ever operated
long with parched throats." Here the one thing lacking to make it an affair of honor
occurred. Rumor of a foreign Flag! Scouts determined this to be false. No enemy to
subdue, so everyone fired his weapon in salute, reloaded his weapon and himself, and
took off homeward, each to his own tent. No doubt there was enough conversation to
iast for days.
Some of the more level-headed citizens of Tuolumne County were less complacent
and realized how closely the miners had skirted tragedy. A meeting was called for
July 3, r8so. Here a committee of three, Major Elkins, Joshua Holden, and Judge
Tuttle, was chosen to apply for a company of U. S. Dragoons, in case of real trouble,
and to plan for a rifle company of twenty-five members under J. B. Litton, as captain,
to report to the Court of Sessions. Its main purpose was to hunt down marauders,
thieves, and murderers. A wave of violent crimes had taken place upon the exodus of
the foreign element, many of whom had holed up in the mountains, after losing their
livelihood in the mines. These were preying on the camps and roads. The whole county
was in a state of alarm.
Wednesday, July 1 o, I 8 50, Sonora was again stirred into frenzy when four Americans arrived with three Mexican-Indians and one mild little Mexican in custody. Their
tale was one of supposed murder at Green Flat Diggings, eight miles from town. Almost
the entire citizenry gathered before the court of Judge Barry, where the prisoners were
arraigned. The Americans related that a boy had come to them the evening before with
a story of seeing two dead bodies in a tent. At first the Americans discounted his story
but upon further thought, decided to investigate. They found the four persons in the
,act of burning the bodies. The Mexicans explained that something had to be done with
the bodies soon, and insisted that cremation was their native custom. They were hauled
into town however, and excitement rose to such a pitch that the authorities felt it urgent
to impanel a jury immediately. Before these arrangements could be made, the mob took
possession of the prisoners, chose Peter Mehen as Judge from their own number, and led
the unfortunates to a hill, ropes already about their necks. Judges Marvin, Tuttle, and
Radcliff, and clerk William H. Ford, tackled the gathering bodily and miraculously
managed to get the Mexicans to the safety of the jail. Seeming quiet lasted until Monday,
the day set for the trial, when the street in front of the place filled up with an armed
mob of eighty Green Flat residents, augmented speedily by cohorts from J amestown,
Shaw's Flat, and Columbia, and all points nearby. Their parade of arms was mongrol,
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but comprehensive. Excitement is contagious and the mob had worked itself up to a high
degree of angry resolution. Judge Tuttle managed to get its attention sufficiently to
urge moderation, whereupon they all marched off to bivouac. When the trial was called
in District Court as scheduled next morning, the mob again tried to hustle Judge
Creaner into prompter action, but came up against his rugged obstinacy and discovered
he could not be intimidated and intended to firmly proceed with the arranged order
of business.
The birth of a rumor that aid was coming to the imprisoned men from their Mexican
colleagues sent Sheriff Work with a posse of twenty men to the spot where the prisoners'
countrymen were known to congregate. He arrested practically the entire camp and
marched them back to Sonora, where a well-guarded corral served in lieu of a guardhouse.
By now new arrivals in Sonora had swelled the mob to almost two thousand, just a
little short of its present population! In the midst of the trial, a guard let fall his gun.
It went off and bedlam reigned. Exits were made hastily through any aperture. To cap
it all, a fire alarm was sounded. There was some promiscuous shooting but no serious
damage except to nerves. The melee necessitated a postponement of the trial. By this
time, the gathering was aware that it had no influence with Judge Creaner or Judge
Tuttle, whereupon it turned its attention to a spree of such magnitude that earlier fear
of yjolent consequences was heightened, rather than lowered. But with the fire of its
spirit quenched, the crowd dissolved. Sonora was serene once more and the Mexicans
were acquitted.
It had now been two years since the discovery of gold and during the winter months,
many men had spent that season back home in the long-settled sections of the United
States where life was less rugged and law and order better regulated. Upon their return
to the mines and the mountains, they were aroused to explore means of ameliorating
conditions, and set about establishing their conclusions as facts. This could be accomplished with the cooperation of the many well-balanced, intelligent, and courageous
individuals always in every camp.
To preclude another "infelicity" (to quote a term of Bancroft's) a public meeting
was called for Sunday, July 21, 185o, at which M ajor Elkins presided. A committee
of seven was chosen: A. A. H. Tuttle and Joshua Holden, Sonora; J. W. Van Benschoten, Wood's Creek ; D. S. Dikeman, J acksonville; ---Reynolds, Sullivan's Diggings; W. C. Wade, Mormon Gulch, and Captain Stewart, McLane's Ferry. The
departure of the foreign element to a not sufficiently r emote distance, had caused a great
uneasiness about crime, and to this was added a great uneasiness about the loss of their
business to the merchants. The committee drew resolutions applying to all of Tuolumne
County. Some of the more pertinent were as follows:
"Whereas: The lives and property of the American citizens are now in danger, from the hands of
lawless marauders of every clime, class, and creed, under the canopy of heaven, and scarcely a day
passes but we hear of the commission of the most horrible murders and robberies; and as we have
now in our midst the Peons of M exico, the renegades of South America, and the convicts of the
British Empire; we therefore submit the following:
"Resolved: That all foreigners in Tuolumne County ( except persons engaged in permanent business
and of respectable characters ) be required to leave the limits of said county, within fifteen days from
this date unless they obtain a Permit to remain, from the authorities hereinafter named."
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"Resolved: That the authorities referred to, be a committee of three, to be chosen or selected by the
American citizens of each Camp or Diggings."
"Resolved: That all foreigners in this county be, and they are hereby notified to turn over their
firearms and deadly weapons to the select men of each Camp or Diggings forthwith (except such as
may have a permit to hold the same;) such selectmen shall give a receipt to such foreigner for the
same; and each and every good citizen shall have power to disarm all foreigners."
"Resolved: That soo copies in Spanish and English of these resolutions be published and forthwith
be distributed throughout the county."
"Resolved: That the select men of each Camp or Diggings, take up subscriptions to defray the
expenses of such publication, and remit the money thus collected to the proprietors of the Sonora
Herald."

These resolutions, it was hoped, would make life tenable for the better alien elements,
to enable them to remain. Many of their weapons were Colt pistols, purchased in
Mexico. After the war, Colt had sent an agent, David K. Torrey, over the border to
open up a market where his pistols were only too well evaluated after devastating
experiences with Rangers, Ben McCulloch, Jack Hays and Sam Walker. Theft of
ti.rearms was a prevalent offence in the mines. If the value set on one by T. Butler King
is accurate, the theft of one amounted to grand larceny.
By I 86 I when the tax amounted to four dollars, the surface gold was also depleted,
and many men had left the mines.
Photo-A document typical of the inflammable situations in mining gold, and also
typical of Judge Barry is the complaint of P. B. Mintser and George Flower of the
Invincible Company. It is sworn out against a company of men (names unknown to
them). They depose:
"· .. this morning being the 26th day of Feby r8sr-possessed themselves of a portion of there
rightful Clame as Ammerican Miners as also by so possessing them selfs have brought sutch
feelings of resentment and honest indignation as to endanger the lives of there party-who have
and always wish to persue that course witch is compatable with strict injunctions of the Miners and
all the adheard to rools adopted in the vicenity of there present location-"

The wrong miners must have gone berserk with indignation, or was the charge of
mental cruelty about to infiltrate the Mother Loder The second photograph is the
warrant in Judge Barry's usual style, and straight to the point.
Injunctions were issued against Parks & Co., 0. H. Rucker & Co., J. C. Riley & Co.
and others to prevent them taking out gold dust from the most valuable portion of the
"jumped" ground before the suit was settled. Companies may have comprised only two
miners. Facts brought out by the testimony were the dryness of the hard ground, the
number of companies working the "Ditch," and the nearness of the "holes" to the
water. The case was appealed, so it is impossible to discover whether the pencilled verdict
of the jury was final. "We the jury find that the Invincible Company shall have sixteen
feet on the outside of the ditch and all of the bar on the other." Signed by S. S. Turner,
0. Thompson - -- Richard, Jas. A. Young, W. A. McCreary, and A. S. Henley.
Not the first suit for 0. H. Rucker who had come up "swinging" before, when he had
thrown several stones at Jirah Case in a dispute about a "hole." In the people vs. 0. H.
Rucker we have no record of the jury's verdict.
In the lllta California of March I 6, I 8 5 I, appeared the following news item,
reprinted from the Stockton Times, the newspaper on the very hem of the mines.
(Continued on page 95}
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J EDEDIAH SMITH SociETY
Here is an organization which maintains
a library of printed information about
Jedediah Smith; encourages explorations,
research and writing; and has available a
publication which can use acceptable articles. It is interesting to note that a majority of the Jedediah Smith fans of the
country are now active members of the
Society. Membership fees are $5.00 per
year which includes a subscription to The
P aci fie Historian.
FALL RENDEZVOUS

The Jedediah Smith Society Rendezvous
on November 7th was the biggest and
best to date. Members gathered from all
parts of California-from Alturas in the
northeastern corner, from the great Central Valley where Jedediah Smith once
trapped, and from Los Angeles near
where Jedediah was welcomed at the Mis-

sion San Gabriel. Greetings were read
from Honorary President Leland D.
Case, Chicago, from Director Philip A.
Danielson, Evanston, Illinois, and from
Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt who is recuperating from his recent illness near the fair
hills of Calistoga. And Tully C. Knoles,
born on the same day and the same month
as Smith, albeit it was 7 7 years later,
added much to the success of the gathermg.
In his report the Secretary enumerated
several worthwhile accomplishments and
current projects of the Society. Mr. C. M.
Goethe, one of the most enthusiastic supporters of the organization, is financing
the placing of a Jedediah Smith Memorial
marker near Folsom.
President Stuart C. Gibbons with his
usual cordial graciousness, presided over
the delicious luncheon and at the meeting
which followed. Our speaker, Mrs. California B. Quint, gave a fascinating and
convincing report of her research in following the trail of Jedediah Smith in
northern California. Her talk was illustrated with beautiful pictures which she,
herself, had taken.
All in all, it is extremely gratifying that
one of the objectives of our Society is being realized-to make known to many
hundreds-yes, thousands of people, one
of America's really great explorers] edediah Strong Smith.
PACIFic MAY BuY SToCKTON CoLLEGE

Friends of Pacific are expressing hearty
approval of the proposed plan to buy Stockton College. The 42-acre campus would
provide necessary expansion for a growing
institution and the several permanent
structures, including the Library, would
obviate an imminent building project. The
sale of the plant would permit the public
school district to buy a much larger campus on the outskirts of the city.
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"FATAL AFFRAY AT SONORA"
"Four or five men killed ... . a gentleman arrived at Stockton on Friday afternoon, having
ridden 75 miles in 1 o hours and brought information to the effect that Mr. Joshua Holden, of the
firm of Holden & Green of Sonora, with a party of friends had attacked a party of miners, who
had commenced digging on a plot of land which such gentleman claimed as his property and which
was under cultivation, . .. Three gulches center at this point."

Joshua Holden was one of the leading business men of Sonora, and had come from
Austin, Texas, in the "Texas Company" with Major Barry, Major Elkins, G. S. Evans,
and Alfred Luckett. He had prospered and had holdings in many businesses, among
them a gambling establishment, the "Sonora House." He had been instrumental in all
civic betterment movements and was highly respected.
The site of the outbreak was a plot of ground several blocks from his home, a square
brick building still standing behind some shop fronts on the east side of North Washington Street. The plot was known as Holden's Gardens and was located about where the
Sonora High School stands. A party of miners known as the Washington Company
had commenced digging operations nearby and had supposedly reached an amicable
agreement with Mr. Holden both as to encroachment and reparations for damages.
There are several versions of the outbreak, not differing too essentially. While the
owner was away from Sonora, several of the miners passed unflattering remarks.
It might take a lot of restraint to respect a few rows of spinach and beans if you were
sure gold lay underneath. On his return the gentleman from Texas went out to confront his detractors. He whipped them and when their comrades attempted to interfere,
his own supporters, some unsolicited, prevented them. The next day, a party of Holden's
friends, and others, some armed, went out to the place and found the miners working
assiduously but armed also.
We have Judge Barry's description, obviously not his writing: "About eight o'clock
in the morning I went to the garden, having understood that a difficulty was expected
between companies each contending for rights in the same claim. When I approached
within about thirty feet of the claim, I heard a shout behind, and turning around I saw
a company of men, all armed about three hundred yards off. One young man,
Alexander Saloschen, was running towards the Garden Company (Washington Company) with his rifle, against the remonstrances of his party, who shouted to him to go
back, and he did for a short distance, but turning again, he ran and fired on the
Garden Company which was quickly returned with a volley. All the arms were fired
off.... Only one man was killed, I named Leven Davis. The young man who commenced the attack was slightly wounded in the cheek, but not severely. Of the Garden
Company three were wounded but not severely ... An arrest was issued from my
office .... to the High Sheriff, to bring up the originators of the riot. Several persons
were brought in but not a witness appeared on the part of the State; and so of course
there was no action. Mr. Holden was exculpated from all participation or blame, he
himself having invited the most rigid investigation."
As soon as firing ceased, a preliminary meeting was held to prepare resolutions. Judge
Barry addressed the miners. The resolutions as finally formulated later in the day, tarred
Mr. Holden with the same brush as the gamblers.
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"Whereas: An outrage of the grossest nature has been perpetrated upon the Miners of Sonora,
Wood's Creek, Shaw's Flat and vicinity, while in the peaceable pursuit of an honest livelihood, by a
party of cut-throats and gamblers, headed by one Joshua Holden .. ."

It was proposed to run Holden out of the county, to hang him, or worse. While
Judge Barry was an ardent advocate of the right of all American miners to an "honest
livelihood," he could hardly have been a supporter of such harsh measures against his
old comrade. Again the quiet and resolute judgment of the better class prevailed, and
mob violence was averted.

(The End)

Tnllll Qlron Enolts
On November 29, 1959, Chancellor Tully Knoles completed a life of great and significant accomplishments. An extended biography will appear in our next issue.

TULLy CLEON KNOLES

January 6, 1876-November 29, 1959

